
Housing Arrangements

GlobalEd Solutions Room Rental 

 
GlobalEd Solutions works with Property Management Company to
secure housing for teachers. 

There are 2 options for housing:

1.
GlobalEd Solutions provides furnished rooms for rent for teachers
for a year. Each teacher will be secured a room for privacy at the
same time lessen the cost of monthly rent. This is the most
convenient option since the teacher does not have to worry about
housing deposit, and advance monthly rental plus the utilities
transfer. 
Rental fees should be based on current market value. Written
agreement will be provided and all parties need to adhere to the
agreement. 

     2. Housing Arrangement Assistance Only 
GlobalEd Solutions will assist teachers to find their housing,
securing applications and transferring of utilities. Teachers are
responsible for the affront cost of move in such as deposit, advance
rent and utilities transfer deposit. 



Deployment & US Arrival

Housing Assistance 
GlobalEd Solutions works with Property Management Company
to secure housing for teachers. 

Transportation Assistance 
GlobalEd Solutions requires teachers to have a driver’s license or 
 International driver’s license. For the first 3 months, we arrange
carpool through  the best local shuttle  company to ensure
safety.  The teachers will have the option to rent or acquire their
own vehicle, or renew the contract. 

US Documents
GlobalEd Solutions works with a local coordinator in each state
to facilitate the arrival of the candidate. GlobalEd Solutions with
the help of the local coordinator assists teachers in obtaining
their social security, bank account, state ID and phone line. 

Travel Assistance 
GlobalEd Solutions books the candidates travel arrangements,
from flights, hotel accommodation and airport pickup.

Online Support Group for Teachers after Arrival
GlobalEd Solutions provide online support for Global Educators
already in the US  about useful financial information,
promotions, cool perks, and other helpful tips as they adjust to
US lifestyle.


